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Subject City of Bel-Nor; Power Outages and Tree trimming
From Tipton, Marco A <MTipton2@ameren.com>
To <mayor@cityofbelnor.org>, Stoll, Lincoln C <LStoll@ameren.com>
Cc Terri Durand <terrid@cityofbelnor.org>, Charlee McBride

<charleem@cityofbelnor.org>, Jan Nelson <wjanelson@att.net>, Joe Riebold
<joer@cityofbelnor.org>, Tipton, Marco A <MTipton2@ameren.com>

Date 2021-08-10 10:44

Mayor Hook:
 
Thank you for reaching out. My vacation was fun and much needed...Thank you. Upon my return home I
received a call from Chairwoman Rita Days (Sunday night) regarding an outage that impacted approx. 900
people within the Bel-Nor. This particular outage was caused by Ameren equipment. We had an
underground & overhead fault disrupt the system. Unfortunately, customers were out for approx. 6
hours....good news the equipment has been fixed and we don't see this happening again unless some
unforeseen storm.
 
Regarding vegetation...I think we both can agree Tree limbs and Power lines can cause us all frustration.
The July 10 storm impacted the St. Louis Metro area really hard particularly heavy vegetation areas. I'll
speak with our vegetation manager regarding your particular area. Some of the questions I'll ask is...When
was the last time we conducted vegetation maintenance within the City Bel-Nor area (which takes place in
the public ROW)? Can Ameren conduct a walk through and identity problem area's for residents?
 
Honestly, to resolve vegetation issues it takes reasonability from the utility side (Ameren) and the customer
side (residents). We have found that many of the outages caused by the July 10 storm were from customer
owned trees not in the public ROW. When that's the case the owner of the tree will have to remove or trim
the trees within their area prior to heavy storms rolling through. I'll be happy to walk through this journey
with you so we can improve reliability within the City of Bel-Nor.
 
See below for our vegetation policy on our website. There is also a FAQ document.
 
Trimming for Reliability - Ameren Missouri
 
I'll keep you posted on my discussion with our vegetation team.
 
Thank you,
 
Marco Tipton  : : Community Development & Local Government Affairs : : Ph 314.278.4675
Ameren Missouri  : :  1901 Chouteau : :  St. Louis, Missouri  63103
 
From: mayor@cityofbelnor.org <mayor@cityofbelnor.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 8:12 AM
To: Tipton, Marco A <MTipton2@ameren.com>; Stoll, Lincoln C <LStoll@ameren.com>
Cc: Terri Durand <terrid@cityofbelnor.org>; Charlee McBride <charleem@cityofbelnor.org>; Jan Nelson
<wjanelson@att.net>; Joe Riebold <joer@cityofbelnor.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] City of Bel-Nor; Power Outages and Tree trimming

https://www.ameren.com/missouri/company/environment-and-sustainability/vegetation-management/trimming-for-reliability
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EXTERNAL SENDER STOP.THINK.QUESTION.
Verify unexpected requests before opening links or attachments.

Good morning guys - Marco, I hope you had a nice restful vacation somewhere cool!

As you may know, Bel-Nor suffered a power outage again this past weekend affecting several residential
streets across a several-block area. I'm told that a large tree branch fell across a power line and caused a
cascading series of failures, which your crews had to troubleshoot and repair one segment at a time. The
good news is, the outages only lasted a few hours; the bad news is that people are complaining that
Ameren has failed to keep up with tree trimming in the area and that is contributing to these outages (last
one was caused by the July 10 storm and in some cases lasted for several days - including at my home).

I do know that after the July 10 storm your crews came back through and did some trimming because they
had power off in different locations for a few hours at a time.

One resident claims to have called Ameren to warn about the limb that eventually caused this latest outage
but never observed any response.

What the Board and I would like to be able to do is to tell our residents two things: 1) what the best way is
to let Ameren know that there are potential issues with dangerous tree limbs or branches overhanging
lines; and 2) a general word picture of the city's grid, to help them understand why a branch downing a line
at point A causes an outage at point B. I think at least with reasonable people these bits of
information would restore a bit of faith in your service and that you are doing what it takes to keep the
power on. I know Ameren likes to publicize the large amount of money spent on tree trimming every year,
but that is too high-level to mean something to an individual resident.

Thanks in advance for any help you can provide!

Bill Hook
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